Implementation of Software Agents and Advanced AoA for Disease Data Analysis.
To eliminate the possibilities of getting various contradicting solutions to a single problem during diagnosis, a single regular Agent oriented Approach (AoA) is replaced by Intelligent Artificial Agents that act like human and even dynamically decide in any situations known as Intelligent Searching Approach (ISA) is proposed. These agents are used to analyse the medical forums and results or findings are derived accurately than any manual approach. Multiple Agents have been used to analyse the blogs by dividing the work areas and communicating themselves using Agent Communication Language (ACL) and FIPA. The local solutions thus formed are forwarded to a global agent. This Global Agent controls all operations and makes the decision about the best solution. As the Global Agent controls all other agents, it eradicates unwanted and ineffective communication between the various local agents and hence keeping the time taken for communication at the minimum level. Based on these solutions a prioritization matrix is formed using advanced clustering techniques to create a prioritized content of suggested best solutions. Once the decision is made, the refining process runs several times recursively checking for all possible better solutions solving the input. On completion of this process, the Global Agent returns the exact result of the discussion. This process saves time rather than researching the entire blog for result data. This advanced approach lights a different way of obtaining solution keeping the time taken for discussion and intercommunication between the agents to the minimal level but not compromising on the perfection of the solution at the same time.